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Abstract 

We present measurements of the branching ratios for the production of the electronic states BaBr(A2Ili/2.3, 2, B2~ ÷ ) from the reaction of 
Ba [6s5d(3Ds)] with CH3Br investigated by time-resolved atomic emission and molecular chemiluminescence following pulsed dye laser 
excitation of atomic barium at elevated temperature (900 K). Ba [ 6s5d (3Ds) ], 1.151 eV above the 6s 2 ( ~ So) ground state, was generated after 
the initial pulsed dye laser excitation of atomic bari,lm via the al lowed transition at ,~ -- 553.5 nm( Ba [ 6s6p ( ~P~ ) ] *-- Ba [ 6s 2 (tSo) ] ) in excess 
helium buffer gas at 900 K. A combination of radiative and collisional processes in excess helium then yielded the optically metastable 
Ba(3Ds) state in the "long-time domain". This may be monitored at )t = 791.1 nm (Ba[6s6p(3pt)] ~ Ba[6s2(~So) ]), employed as the 
spectroscopic atomic emission transition. The following long-wavelength molecular chemiluminescence transitions of BaBr were also 
monitorefJ as a function of time (resulting from the collision of Ba[6s5d(3Ds)] with CH3Br): BaBr(A2II~/2 ~ X2X ÷, A = 1002 nm, A ~= 
0); BaBr(A2II3/2 --+ X22 +, a = 943 nm, A v= 0); BaBr(B'-~ ÷ ~ X2E +, a = 883 nm, A v = 0). These measurements in the time domain, par- 
ticulafly the A211~/2- X-~2 + transition, are feasible using a long-wavelength photomultiplier tube operating in this region. The exponential 
atomic and molecular profiles are characterized by decay coefficients which are equal in given reactant mixtures, from which it may be 
concluded that the three molecule states, BaBr( A2II~/2.3/2, B22 ÷ ), are generated directly on collision of Ba(3Dj) with CH3Br via exothermic 

reactions. 
The determination of the integrated intensities for the atomic emission and molecular emissions, coupled with optical sensitivity calibrations, 

yielded branching ratios in the BaBr(A2II~:2.3/2, B2~ + ) states, with the following results: BaBr(A21-1t/2), 3.80%; BaBr(A:II3/2), 1.69%; 
BaBr(B2V+), 0.49%. The absolute magnitudes of these branching ratios are comparable with analogous results for the reactions of 
Ba(3Dj) with CH3CI and CH3F reported previously. The relative variation of the branching ratios, as seen through their logarithmic variation 
with the energies of the states, is essentially Boltzmann in character, with an effective temperature close to the ambient temperature of the 
measurements, indicating the absence of propensity in the yields ef these excited molecular states on collision and reflecting the role of late 
barriers in the potential surfaces involved. © 1997 Elsevier Science S.A. 
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1. Introduction 

Monitoring of product molecular chemiluminescence in 
order to study halogen atom abstraction reactions of metasta- 
ble Ba[6s5d(aDfl] ,  1.151 eV above the 6s2(ISo) ground 
state ( J =  1, 1.120eV; J =  2, 1.143 e V ; J = 3 ,  1.190eV [ 1 ] ), 
has hitherto been carried out in molecular beam systems in 
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which the 3Dj state has been generated by electric discharge. 
Reactions of Ba(3Dj) with CI and Br halogenated species in 
beam gas scattering measurements have been reported by 
Campbell and Dagdigian [2]. Solarz and Johnson [3 ] have 
reported measurements on Ba(3Dj) + halogenated methanes 
in a molecular beam apparatus, in which atomic barium was 
initially excited by a pulsed dye laser to Ba[6s6p( t Pi ) ], and 
the ground state diatomic barium halide products resulting 
from the reaction of the 3Dj state were then monitored from 
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the X22 + electronic ground state by laser-induced fluores- 
cence. A particularly detailed set of molecular chemilumi- 
nescence studies has been presented by Engelke [4] of the 
reactions of metastable alkaline earth atoms, generated in a 
molecular beam system by arc discharge, with molecular 
halogens, including the reaction Ba(aDj) + 1::2. The study of 
fundamental collisional processes by the generation of met- 
astable electronically excited alkaline earth atoms in molec- 
ular beams, especially by low voltage discharge, coupled with 
atomic emission and molecular chemiluminescence studies 
on reaction has been reviewed [5-7]. In general, chemical 
reactions of the low-lying, optically metastable states of Mg, 
Ca and St, involving atom abstraction, have been widely 
investigated in the time domain, in contrast with the single- 
collision condition, as the atomic states are directly accessible 
on pulsed dye laser excitation [ 8-11 ]. This can be seen par- 
ticularly in the study of Sr[ 5s5p(apj) ] with various halide 
species [ 12-17] where molecular chemiluminescence has 
been extensively employed. By contrast, collisional investi- 
gation of the low-lying metast,~ble states of atomic barium, 
namely Ba[6s5d(aDj)] and ,~a[6sSd(ID2)] (1.413 eV 
[ 1 ] ), have normally involved the initial use of strong atomic 
transitions with laser excitation into higher lying short-lived 
states, followed by a range of collisional and radiative proc- 
esses eventually leading to the metastable species. 
Ba[6s5d(3Dj)] is characterized by a long mean radiative 
lifetime ('re= 100 Ixs to 1 ms or more [3,18] ) as is the low- 
lying tD2 state (1.413 eV [1]) (rc(Ba[6s5d(~D2)]) < 
31.3 ~s [ 19,201 ), and these may readily be investigated on 
timescales far ~::eater than the short-lived states of atomic 
barium initially excited by pulsed i,aser methods. Initial 
excitation of atomic barium has typically involved transi- 
tions to Ba[6s6p(tPi)] (%=8.37+0.38 ns [21]) and 
Ba[6s6p(3pt)] ('re= 1.2:t:0.1 p.s [22-241). 

We have recently developed atomic spectroscopic marker 
methods for monitoring Ba(3D~) in noble gases by employ- 
ing emission from short-lived atomic states in the "long-time 
domain", following rapid initial laser excitation via an 
allowed transition, namely from Ba(3p~ ) and Ba(tP,) [25- 
27]. The former is observed via the transition at A = 791.1 
nm (Ba[6s6p(3Pt) ] --,Ba[6s2(tSo) ] ), where the 3P ! state 
is derived from collisional excitation from Ba(3Dj), and the 
latter at A-- 553.5 nm (Ba[6s6p(IPt) ] _~ Ba[6s2(~So) ] ), 
where the tPt state results from 3Dj'l-3D/energy pooling 
[25--27]. This method has recently been extended to the 
study of the reaction between Ba(JDj) and CH3F [28] and 
CHaC! [29]. Whilst both studies involve the monitoring 
of molecular chemiluminescence from BaF,CI- 
(A21"It/2,3/2, B2~ +) in the time domain following halogen 
atom abstraction, together with time-resolved atomic emis- 
sion, the procedures are not fully identical [28,29]. This 
arises because the monitoring of the molecular chemilumi- 
nescence from these electronically excited barium halides in 
the time regime at long wavelength is, firstly, inherently weak 
as a result of the magnitude of the branching ratios into the 
molecular excited states on collision. Secondly, the molecular 

emissions are recorded at particularly long wavelengths, e.g. 
above 1000 nm in the present investigation involving BaBr, 
necessarily requiring the use of a new photomultiplier tube 
[ 30] operating in this region, where the :~ensitivity is limited, 
as expected. The combination of these two effects necessarily 
limits the form of the kinetic analysis that can be employed 
as a result of the relatively weak molecular BaF,CI(A~/2.3/2, 
B-X) emission signals [28,29]. Nevertheless, the develop- 
ment and application of this photomultiplier tube have made 
time-resolved molecular emission measurements feasible in 
the present context [ 28-30], where a monochromator must 
be used at different wavelengths in order to keep the geometry 
of the optical system constant. 

In this paper, we preseht an investigation of the time- 
resolved chemiluminescence molecular emission BaBr- 
(A2HI/2.3/2, BZ~+--*X22+), made at particularly long 
wavelengths (see below), together with the spectroscopic 
atomic marker transitions, following the reaction of 
Ba(3D.~) with CH3Br. The measurements are analogous to 
those described for the investigations in the time domain for 
Ca[ 4s4p(3pj) ] + CH3Br [ 311 and Sr[ 5s5p(3pj) ] + CH3Br 
[ 13], with the added dimension of integrated atomic and 
molecular intensity measurements. In the present measure- 
ments, a comparison of the time dependences of the atomic 
and molecular emission profiles demonstrates the direct 
production of BaBr(A:'H~/2.3/2, B2~ +) on reaction. This, 
together with the measurement of the integrated intensities, 
yields the branching ratios into these electronically excited 
molecular states. This distribution is seen to be Boltzmann in 
character, with no electronic propensity in the product states, 
indicating late barriers in the appropriate potential surfaces 
for reaction. 

2. Experimental details 

The experimental arrangement for monitoring time- 
resolved atomic emission and molecular chemiluminescence 
was similar to that reported previously for the kinetic behav- 
iour of Ba[6s5d(3Dj) ] in noble gases [25-27] and of the 
reactions of Ba(3Dj) with CH3F [28] and CH3CI [29]. The 
arrangement is therefore only summarized here with appro- 
priate modifications for studying BaBr in emission, in partic- 
ular the requirement for measurements at wavelengths longer 
than those used hitherto in this context [ 28,29] and the asso- 
ciated experimental constraints arising from limitations in 
intensity measurements (on a common scale for all emitting 
species) and their subsequent integration. Initial excitation 
of ground state atomic barium to Ba[6s6p(~Pt) ] employed 
a dye laser (rhodamine chloride 590) operating at A = 553.5 
nm (Ba[6s6p(IP ! ) ] ~ Ba[6s2(ISo) ] ), pumped by the sec- 
ond harmonic (532 nm) ofa Nd:YAG primary laser (10Hz) 
(J.K. Lasers, System 2000). It has previously been 
established that atomic emission directly from 
Ba[6s5d(aDl)] ~Ba[6s2(~So)] at ,~=1106.9 nm in this 
type of system using the present long-wavelength photo- 
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multiplier tube [30], sensitive in this region, cannot be 
detected directly, even using an interference filter for greater 
light gathering power [ 25-27 ]. Thus Ba(aDz) was monitored 
using the atomic spectroscopic marker from Ba(apl) at 
A = "91.1 nm following collisional activation of Ba(3Dj) to 
the 3pj state. The product molecular electronic states resulting 
from the reaction of Ba(aDj) and CHaBr were monitorexl by 
molecular chemiluminescence at long wavelengths in the 
time domain from the following systems: BaBr(A2II~/2 ~ 
X2~ +, A = 1002 nm, Av =0);  BaBr(A2H3/2~X2~ +, A= 
943 nm, A v = 0);  BaBr(B2~ + --, X2~ +, A = 883 nm, A v = 
0). 

It can be seen that the photomultiplier-monochromator 
system, employing the new infrared-sensitive photomulti- 
plier tube (Hamamatsu R632-S1 response) described pre- 
viously in our investigations on the reactions of Ba(aDj) and 
CHaF [28] and Ba(aDj) and CH3CI [29], with a photocath- 
ode material of Ag--O--Cs and a sensitivity range of approx- 
imately 400-1200 nm, is critical to the measurements at long 
wavelength, particularly the emission of BaBr(A21-I~/2 - 
X2:~ +). The gain of this tube can sensibly be described by 
the form In G = 8.48 In V(volt) -47.28 [30] from the com- 
mercial gain characteristic, and this will be employed in the 
intensity measurements. This was combined with a high 
throughput compact monochromator operating in the range 
350-1100 nm and marginally beyond [30], where the total 
optical system was calibrated against a spectral radiometer. 
The photomultiplier was gated electronically against the scat- 
tered light from the laser [ 30]. We must stress that, as in all 
measurements of this type, the wavelength response of the 
photomultiplier-monochromator system and the gain char- 
acteristic of the photomultiplier tube are employed only in 
placing the integrated atomic and molecular intensities on a 
common intensity scale, derived from the decay profiles, and 
are used in the determination of the branching ratios. The 
characterization of the time dependences alone of both the 
atomic and molecular decay profiles is, of course, independ- 
ent of these calibrations. Digitized data for complete atomic 
and molecular emission profiles were captured using a dou- 
ble-channel transient digitizer interfaced to a computer; 
255 decay profiles were captured and averaged as were 255 
background profiles before transfer and subtraction for 
computerized analysis [.25 -29 ]. The materials (Ba (Aldrich 
Chemicals), He, CH3Br) were employed essentially as 
described in the previous time-resolved investigations 
[ 13,25-27,31 ]. 

3. Resul ts  and discussion 

3.1. Atomic and molecular decay profiles 

Fig. 1 shows examples of the time variation of the digitized 
output, indicating the exponential decay profiles for 
Ba(aDj) in the "long-time domain" and the associated first- 
order decay plots derived from the atomic emission at 
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Fig. i. Examples of the time variation of the exponential decay profiles (a, 
b) and the associated computerized fining indicating the first-order decay 
plots (c, d) for the time-resolved atomic fluorescence emission l~ at 
A = 791. I nm ( Ba[6s6p(3Pi ) ] ---, Ba[6s2(tSo) ] ) following the pulsed dye 
laser excitation of barium vapour at A=553.5 nm (Ba[6s6p(~P~)l,--- 
Ba[6s2(ISo) ] ) in the presence of CH3Br and excess helium buffer gas (Pto~ 
w,h,¢ = 80 Ton') at elevated temperature (T= 900 K). [CH3Br] ( 10 t5 mol- 
ecules cm-3): (a, c) 7.3; (b, d) 14,7. 

A = 791.1 nm (Ba[ 6s6p(aP 1 ) ] ~ Ba[ 6s 2(iSo) ] ) following 
the pulsed dye laser excitation of barium vapour at 900 K 
[32] at A=553.5 nm (Ba[6s6p(IPi)] ~-Ba[6s2(ISo)] ) in 
the presence of CH3Br and excess helium buffer gas. The use 
of this spectroscopic marker method for monitoring the time 
variation of Ba(3Dj) following the initial pulsed dye laser 
excitation of atomic barium to Ba[6s6p( Ip~ ) ] has been dem- 
onstrated in earlier investigations [25-27]. This is estab- 
lished using the rate constants for the processes ofcollisional 
activation 

Ba[6s5d(3Dj) ] + He ~ Ba[6s6p(3Pj) ] + He /c~ e (1) 

Ba[6s5d(3Dj) ] + Ba ~ Ba[6s6p(3pj) ] + Ba ~"  (2) 

calculated by employing the rate data reported for the reverse 
of processes (1) and (2) for the collisional relaxation of 
Ba(3pj) by He and Ba(~So) to Ba(3Dj) given by Kallenbach 
and Koch [33,34] using the principle of detailed balance 
[25-27]. The decay of Ba(3Dj) may be expressed in the 
form 

Ba[6s5d(3Dj) ],= Ba[ 6s5d(3Dj) ],=o exp( -k ' t )  (i) 

where the first-order decay coefficients k' are derived from 
the slopes of the plots of the type given in Fig. 1 (c) and 1 (d) 
and include the collisional removal by CH3Br. The first-order 
decay coefficient for Ba(3Dj) can then be written as 

k' =k'~m+ ~/pm+ ~ko[Q] + RR[CH3Br] (ii) 

where the symbols have their usual significance [25-29]. 
The removal of Ba(3Dj) is assumed, as previously, to be 
dominated by chemicai ,eaction to yield BaBr (see below), 
and will be the basis of the estimation of an upper limit for 
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the branching ratio into the ground state BaBr(X2E +). It 
must be stressed that, as in previous measurements of this 
kind [28,29] and, mutatis mutandis, analogous measure- 
ments on halogen atom abstraction reactions by Sr(53pj) 
[14-17], this is the only consequence of this type of 
assumption, recognizing that there may be a contribution 
from collisional quenching of Ba(3Dj) to Ba(tSo). This does 
not affect the time dependence in the kinetic analysis of either 
the atomic or molecular decay and their comparison, nor the 
determination of the branching ratios into the electronically 
excited s ta tes  BaBr (A2[ ] t , 2 /3 /2 ,  B 2 ~  + ).  

k'cm is given by the form [25-27] 

k 'em---Anm/(  1 d" K I + KIK2)  (iii) 

where emission from the 3Dj state will be dominated by 
electric-dipole-allowed radiation from Ba[6s5d(3D~) ] in 
(Jd) coupling and A,m is the Einstein coefficient for the tran- 
sition 3Dr ---, tSo. Rapid Boltzmann equilibration between the 
"~Ds levels will have taken place in the long-time regime [ 35 ] 
leading to Eq. (iii), and the equilibrium constants connecting 
these spin--orbit states are written as 3D t ~-~3D 2 (AE---182 
cm-t  [ 1,35] ) (Kt) and 3D2 ~ 3D3 (Ae= 381 cm-* [ !,35] ) 
(K2), and may readily be calculated by statistical thermo- 
dynamics. The function F =  ( 1 + K t + KtK2) takes a value of 
3.18 in the present measurements (900 K), and reaches a 
value of 5 at infinite temperature, where it is solely dependent 
on the statistical weights of the spin--orbit components. The 
term ~IP8= describes the diffusional loss of Ba(~D~) and is 
negligible in relation to other kinetic loss processes in this 
type of system above pressures of helium greater than approx- 
imately 30 Tort [ 25-271, the main gas present in these meas- 
urements. More importantly in the present system, where 
measurements were taken at PIle -- 80  Torr, is that its contri- 
bution is constant. The term Eko[ Q I includes the collisional 
removal of Ba(3D~) by He which is small [ 251 and by ground 
state Ba( tS o) itself in the form kn~[ Ba]. kn~ has been char- 
acterized using the present method [25-27] and in other 
measurements [ 36--38 ] and, again, the term i:~,,[ Ba] is con- 
stant in this system where measurements v, ere carried out at 
constant temperature (900 K) and hence a constant vapour 
density of Ba(tSo). The term kn includes all collisional 
removal of Ba(3D~) by CH3Br and is described by various 
exothermic chemical reactions to yield BaBr in various acces- 
sible electronic states, including the ground state. The inten- 
sity of the atomic emission arising from collisional excitation 
from Ba(3D~) to Ba[6s6p(3p~)1, and its time dependence, 
will take the form [25-29] 

i~m(791.1 r im)=GS(~[He]  

+ ~ [  Ba] ) Ba[6s5d(3Dj) 1,=o exp( -k ' t )  (iv) 

where G is the gain of the photomultiplier, which is a function 
of the voltage, and S is the sensitivity of the optical system, 
calibrated as indicated. All emission intensities are, of course, 
normalized to a common relative scale (see Section 2). In 
the kinetic analysis presented later, the symbols involving G 
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Fig. 2. Examples of the time variation of the digitized output indicating the 
decay profiles for the time-resolved molecular chemiluminescence from 
BaBr(A21"I,/2~X2~ ~', A= 1002 nm, Ao=0) (a,b), BaBr(A21-1.~/2-~ 
X2~ +, A---943 nm, A v = 0 )  (c,d) and BaBr(B2~ + ~ X 2 ~  +, A= 
883 nm, Av = 0) (e,f) following the pulsed dye laser excitation of barium 
vapour at A = 553.5 nm(  Ba[6s6p( tp~ ) ] ~ Ba[6s2(~So) ] ) in the presence 
of CH.~Br and excess helium buffer gas (Ptot~, wire H~ = 80 Tort) at elevated 
temperature (T=900  K). [CH~Br] ( 10 ~-s molecules cm-3):  (a, c, e) 7.3; 
(b, d, f) 14.7. 

and S are not given in the presentation for simplicity, but are, 
of course, included in the analysis involving integrated inten- 
sity measurements. 

Fig. 2 shows examples of the time variation of the digitized 
output, indicating the decay profiles for the time-resolved 
molecular chemiluminescence from BaBr(A'I-I t/2 "" X2E 4-, 
A= 1002 nm, Av=0) ,  BaBr(A'--II3/2 ~X2~  +, A=943 rim, 
Av=0) and BaBr(B:E + ~X"E +, A=883 nm, Av=0)  fol- 
lowing the pulsed dye laser excitation of barium vapour at 
the resonance wavelength of A = 553.5 nm in the presence of 
CH3Br and excess helium buffer gas under conditions iden- 
tical to those indicated in Fig. 1 for the atomic profiles. At 
these long wavelengths, the molecular emission signals are 
particularly weak, as indicated earlier, due to the combination 
of the relatively low sensitivity of the photomultiplier tube 
(R632, see Section 2) and the low branching ratios into the 
electronically excited molecular states. Thus whilst some 
first-order decay profiles for the molecular emissions will be 
presented, and will demonstrate scatter, as expected, these 
are constructed fi'om direct exponential fitting to the raw 
profiles of the type shown in Fig. 2, as are the integrated 
molecular intensities. Figs. 3 and 4 thus show first-order 
decay plots for the molecular emissions from BaBr(A2II~/2 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of  the first-order rate coefficients (k ' )  for the atomic 
fluorescence derived from the intensity profiles for the Ba[6s6p( ~Pt ) ] 
Ba[6s-'(~So) ] em~,ssion at it = 791. I nm with those of the molecular chem- 
iluminescence for the BaBr(A-l-lj/:---, X2X ~ ) emission at it = 1002 nm 
(a,b) and BaBr(A-~llv2 ~ X 'v- ÷ ) emission at A = 943 nm (c,d) following 

the pulsed dye laser excitation of  barium vapour at it =553.5  nm 
(Ba[6s6p(  tPi ) l '-- Ba16s:(~So) 1 ) in the presence of  CH.~Br and excess 

helimn buffer gas (Ptotat wit. He -- 80 TOll') at elevated temperature ( T =  900 
K) ( top line, atomic emission; bot tom line, molecular emission). [CH~Brl 
(10 L~ molecules cm-~) :  (a, c) 7.3; (b,  d)  14.7. (a)  k' ita):,/k'791 = 1.09; (b)  

k'loo21k'79J = !.06; (c) k'943/k'791--:- 1.07; (d)  k'943/kT~i = !.07. 

~XZE +, 3.=1002 nm, Av=O) ,  BaBr(A2rI3/2~X2,~, +, 
A = 943 nm, A v = 0) and BaBr(B2~f, ~ ~ X2E + , A = 883 nm, 
Av = 0 )  and those of the first-order decay profiles for the 
atomic emissions at A=791.1 nm from Ba[6s6p(3P~)l 
--*Ba[6s2(~So)] taken under identical conditions, demon- 
strating the first-order kinetic decay of Ba(3DI). A compar- 
ison of the molecular and atomic first-order decay coefficients 
shows that these are equal to within -2: 10% as is generally 
observed here. The error arises primarily from the scatter in 

the molecular signals. 

3.2. Kinetic analysis 

The AZlll/2, A2II3/2 and B2,S-, + states of BaBr are ther- 
modynamically accessible on collision between Ba(3D.,,) and 
CH3Br as the reaction is highly exothermic [ 1,39--4.2] 

Ba(3Dj) + CH3Br - - >  BaBr(X2E +) + CH3 

Ba(3DI ) + CH3Br - - >  BaBr(A2Fll/2) + CH3 

Baf3D|) + CH3Br ---> BaBr(A2H3/2) + CH3 

Ba(3Dj) + CH3Br ---> BaBr(B 2y'+) + CH3 

AH/kJ  tool -1 

- 183.9 (3) k3 

- 64.4 (4) k4 

- 56.9 (5) k5 

- 48.3 (6) k6 

The low-lying A':A state (T¢=88996 cm -~ [43]) of 
BaBr is optically metastable and the C2II~/2.3/2 state is not 
energetically accessible [ 39]. For the electronically excited 
states which are observed in chemiluminescence, the follow- 
ing vibrational levels are accessible as can be seen from the 
spectroscopic data [39,42] for these states: A2II~/2(v'- < 
32), A2H3/2 (v' _< 28), B2E + (v, < 24). The data for the elec- 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of  the first-order rate coefficients (k ' )  for the atomic 
fluorescence derived from the intensity profiles for the Ba[6s6p(3P~ )] 
Ba[6s2(~So) ] emission at A = 791.1 nm with those of  the molecular chem- 
iluminescence for the BaBr(B2E + -~ X-~X +, it = 883 nm, A v = 0 )  emission 
following the pulsed dye laser excitation of  barium vapour at it = 553.5 nm 
( Bar 6s6p( t p~ ) 1 '-- Ba [6s 2~, ~So) 1 ) in the presence of  CH~Br and excess 
helium buffer gas (P,ota: wit. He = 80 TOIT) at elevated temperature ( T =  900 
K) (top line, atomic emission; bottom line, molecular emission ). [CH3Br] 
( 10t~ molecules c m -  ~): (a) 7.3; (b)  14.7. (a) k'as3/k'791 = 1.06; (b)  k'xx:~l 

k'791 = 0.97. 

tronic ground state are also listed here for the purpose of 
Franck-Condon calculations: X2E+, to~= 192.3 and 
to,,r~=0.41 cm -~, r~ =0.2847 nm; A2111/2.3/2, to'~= 177.13 
and , , i to ~- c=0.40 cm - , r~ = 0.2899 nm; B2E ÷, to c - '  - 176.60 
and to',.x'e = 0.41 cm - ~, r,: = 0.2898 nm. The interatomic dis- 
tances in the A21-11/2.3/2 states are estimated following the 
measurements of Launila and Royen [42]. Franck-Condon 
factors were calculated using a simplified Morse oscillator 
model following Tuckett [44], yielding the following exam- 
ples: A-X, (0,0) 0.6903, (1,0) 0.2598, (1,1) 0.2719, (0,1) 
0.2156; B-X, (0,0) 0.6975, (1,0) 0.2544, (!,1) 0.2834, 
(0,1) 0.2472. Thus whilst the main emission in the v = 0  
sequences arises from the At,, = 0  transitions, off-diagonal 
terms play a larger role than in analogous studies on emission 
from strontium halides derived from Sr(53Pj) [ 14-17]. 

To the best of our knowledge, of the emitting states mon- 
itored in this investigation, only BaBr(B 2y*) has had its 
mean radiative lifetime characterized (re(B-X) = 123.2 ns 
[45] ), presumably, in part, on account of the constraints 
imposed by measurements at longer wavelength for emission 
from the A21-I states of this molecule. The mean radiative 
lifetimes (%) of the A211 states of BaCi and BaF have been 
measured by Berg et al. 146,47] ( 109.8 and 46.1 ns respec- 
tively). We assume that those of the A21-I ~/2.3/2 states of BaBr 
are comparably short, and that the A21]~/2, A2113/2 and 
B2E + states can be placed in steady state. Considering 
BaBr(A2II~/2) as an example, its concentration may readily 
be placed in steady state, namely 

d[BaBr(Al/2) ] ~dr 

=k4[Ba3D],[CH3Br] -A' ,m[BaBr(AI/2)]  =0  (iv) 

where A 'nm= I /T  e for BaBr( A~/2). Combining Eq. (v) with 
Eq. (i), we readily see that, on this basis, the A~/2-X emission 

intensity follows the form 

I ( A -  X) = ka[CH3Br] [Ba[6s5d(3DJ) ] ],=o exp( - k't) 

(vi) 
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where the appropriate values of G and S are included later in 
the integrated intensity calculations. Thus, following Eqs. 
(iv) and (vi), the molecular and atomic (A=791.1 nm) 
intensities should both follow the same exponential form for 
the production of the A~/2, A3/2 and B states of BaBr resulting 
from direct reaction, as indicated in processes (4)-(6)  and 
demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4. 

3.3. Branching ratios 

Branching ratios into the specific electronic states of BaBr, 
which describe the rate of production of a given electronic 
state on reaction with CH3Br relative to the total removal of 
Ba(3Dj) on collision with this molecule, may be character- 
ized in this study. Thus, in the case of BaBr(A2[I~/2), this 
may be considered as k4/ks or k^,21kR where ks represents 
the overall removal of Ba(3Dj) by CH3Br. We have stressed 
earlier that this could include collisional quenching of 
Ba(3Dt) to the =So ground state, where the assumption of 
total chemical removal only affects the final estimate of the 
branching ratio in the X2~ + ground state. We first consider 
the atomic intensity at A=791.1 nm (Eq. (iv)), appropri- 
ately normalized via the relevant values of G and S from the 
intensity calibration. Writing ~=[He] +k~=[Ba] =k'~, we 
may integrate Eq. (iv) and obtain 

13p= f lem(791.1 nm) = k't~[Ba(3Dj) ],=o/k' (vii) 
O 

We have seen earlier that the rate processes ( 1 ) and (2) 
for the activation of Ba(3Pi) from Ba(3Dj) may be charac- 
terized using the principle of detailed balance and the coili- 
sional relaxation rate data for Ba(3ps) of Kallenbach and 
Koch [ 33,34]. This has been shown to yield the following 
results: ~=(900 K) = 1.2 × 10-16 cm 3 atoms- = s- l and 
~"(900 K) = 1.0X 10-II cm 3 atoms-~ s-~ [25-27]. Thus 
for pue=80 Torr and a temperature of 900 K, where 

[Ba] = 6.15 × 1013 atoms cm-3 from vapour pressure data 
[32], k'tr may be calculated and takes tl~e value of 722 s- 
for this temperature and pressure of helium. 

For the example of BaBr(A2II=/2), we may integrate 
Eq. (vi), namely 

o o  

= / lem( 1002 nm) IA,, 
o '  

O 

= k4[CH3Br] [Ba(3Dj) ],=o/k' (viii) 

where lem( 1002 nm)=/ (A-X) .  Following Eqs. (ii) and 
(iv), we may plot k' for Ba(3Dj) vs. [CH3Br] using the 
emission at A = 791.1 nm (Fig. 5) and obtain the value of kR 
from the slope (S(I)). This plot is scattered, principally in 
view of the removal of CH3Br by barium metal itself at the 
surface at elevated temperature before reaching the reactor 
(see below). Furthermore, by combining Eqs. (vii) and 
(viii), we see that 

IA,,2/13p = k4 [ CH3Br ]/k'¢ (ix) 

Thus a plot of lA,2/13p from the calibrated molecular and 
atomic integrated intensities vs. [CH3Br] has a slope (S(II)) 
of kJ  k',,.. Hence, S(II)/S(I) = k4/ knk'~or k A~,2/ kRk'~, yield- 
ing the branching ratio into BaBr(A21-1 ~/2). Relevant plots of 
IA,,:/13p, IA3,2/I'p and In/l.,p vs. [CH3Br] are given in Fig. 
6(a), (b) and (c) respectively. These plots are scattered as 
the intensities of the molecular emissions are weak, arising 
from the use of the long-wavelength photomultiplier tube at 
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chemiluminescence emission to the atomic fluorescence emission 
Ba[6s6p(3pz ) ] -* Ba[6sZ(=So) ] at A = 791. ! nm and the concentration of 
CH3Br following the pulsed dye laser excitation of barium vapour at 
A = 553.5 nm (Ba[6s6p(~Pi) ] *" Ba[6s2(~So) ] ) in the presence of CH3Br 
and excess helium buffer gas (Pto~ wte, H= = 80 Tort) at elevated temper- 
ature (T=900 K). Molecular chemiluminescence emission: (a) 
BaBr(A2I-[t/2--* X2~ +, A = 1002 nm, Av----0); (b) BaBr(A2II3/2 --~ 
X2~ +, A=943 nm. A v = 0 ) ;  (c) BaBr(B2~ + --, X2~ +, A=883 nm, A v =  
0). 
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long wavelength where its sensitivity is relatively low, cou- 
pled with the low overall sensitivity of the tube and the low 
branching ratios into the electronic states. This then involves 
the use of increased gain in the photomuitiplier tube with an 
accompanying increase in noise. We may also note that the 
inclusitm of a factor f in  Eq. (ii) (via Fig. 5) and Eq. (ix) to 
allow for the removal of a certain proportion of CH3Br before 
reaching the centre of the reactor prior to laser excitation, 
writing the effective reactant concentration as jr CH3Br ], will 
cancel. Indeed, the present method only depends on the use 
of identical concentrations of CH3Br when recording the 
atomic and molecular decay profiles in a given measurement. 
An alternative aoproach has been employed hitherto [28] 
using a given concentration of [CH3F] to determine the 
branching ratios into the electronic states of BaF with the 
analogue of Eq. (ix), coupled with S(I), point by point, 
where plots such as those in Fig. 6 could not be constructed 
as a result of large scatter. In the present case, Eq. (ix) and 
Fig. 6 were used to detenlaine the following branching ratios: 
BaBr(A2HI/2), 3.80%; BaBr(A21-I3/2), 1.69%; BaBr- 
(B2,y,, + ), 0.49%. These results may be compared with the 
braaching ratios for the reaction of Ba(3Dj) with CH3CI 
(BaCI(A~-Ht/2), 4.68%; BaCi(A2II3/2), !.29%; BaCI- 
(B2:~ + ), 0.24% [29] ) and for the reaction of Ba(3Dj) with 
CH3F (BaF(A2III/2), 0.86%; BaF(A2H3/2), 0.42%; 
BaF(B2Y ÷ ), 0.05% [281 ). 

These branching ratios are of comparable magnitude with 
those reported hitherto for the production of various diatomic 
strontium halides in the A2H~/2.3/2, B2E ÷ states following 
reactions of Sr(53pj) with halogenated species [ 14-171 in 
pulsed dye laser measurements where Sr(53pt ) was directly 
populated on laser excitation. Plots of the logarithm of the 
branching ratios from the reactions of Ba(3Dj) with CH3Br, 
CH3C! and CH3F into BaBr,CI,F(A2[ll/2.3/2, B2~ ~- ) vs. the 
energy of the states of BaBr, BaCI and BaF are sensibly linear 
(Fig. 7). The slope of the plot for CH3Br yields an effective 
temperature of approximately 970 K compared with that for 
CH3Ci of about 730 K and that for CH3F of approximately 
1200 K, all of which may be compared with the ambient 
temperature in all the measurements of 900 K. It must be 
stressed that the measurements were made over a limited 
range of electronic energies for the states of BaBr, BaCI and 
BaF. Furthermore, comparison of the calibrated atomic and 
molecular intensities shows a variation of up to a factor of 
approximately 104 in some cases, especially for the long- 
wavelength molecular transitions. Thus we conclude that the 
effective temperatures in the plots in Fig. 7 are sensibly in 
accord with the ambient temperature. Assuming that the 
removal of Ba(3Dj) by CH3Br results only in the formation 
of BaBr and not in physical quenching to yield Ba(ISo) (see 
earlier), this yields an upper limit for the branching ratio into 
BaBr(X2E ÷ ) of about 94%, a result similar to that found for 
BaCI(X2E ÷) [29]. The analogous upper limit for 
BaF(X2:E + ) was found to be approximately 99% [28]. The 
absolute values for the branching ratios are influenced by the 
magnitude of k'~, namely by the collisional activation rates 
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Fig. 7. Variation of the branching ratios into electronically excited BaBr, 
BaC! and BaF (BaX: A2Ht/_,, A2113/2, B2E + ), observed by time-resolved 
chemiluminescence after halogen atom abstraction reactions of 
Ba[6s5d(~Dj)] with CH~Br (a), CH3CI (b) and CH3F (c) following the 
pulsed dye laser excitation of barium vapour at elevated temperature as a 
function of the electronic energy of the state. 

of Ba(3Dj) into Ba(3Pj) by Ba and He [ 33,34] as described 
earlier. The relative branching ratios are not influenced by 
k'tr and neither is the sensible linearity of the effective Boltz- 
mann plot of the logarithm of the branching ratio vs. the 
energy of the state of BaBr and the resulting effective tem- 
perature. As observed previously for halogen atom abstrac- 
tion reactions by Sr(53pj) [ 14-17 ], this yields the important 
fundamental conclusion that there is no propensity in the 
production of the electronically excited states of BaBr on 
collision of Ba(3Dj) with CH3Br, nor for those of BaCI and 
BaF on collision of Ba(3Dj) with CH3C! and CH3F [ 28,29], 
as seen via the branching ratios; rather, the yields of the 
molecular states are statistical in nature, presumably reflect- 
ing late barriers in the appropriate potential surfaces describ- 
ing the reactions. 
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